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Russell Stuart
Team Coordinator
LCA 2010 Brisbane
PO Box 12080 George Street
BRISBANE QLD 4003
Email: russell-humbug@stuart.id.au
Phone: (0438) 805 133
Dear Mr Stuart,
Thank you for contacting me regarding Humbug's bid to hold LCA in 2010.
As you may know, ThinLinX specializes in the design, development and manufacture of our own
range of embedded Linux, FreeBSD and WinCE devices. We develop related software, and provide
business solutions. The TLX100 supports Linux and FreeBSD as the operating system, the TLX400
and TLX450 support Linux, with FreeBSD under development. WinCE is also under development
for all models. ThinLinX supports multiple operating systems giving customers more choices for
their application development.
ThinLinX believes that Open Source technologies are able to deliver the best value-for-money
platform and application software available. Linux is a good example. We appreciate that LCA is a
community based conference organised and run by volunteers and as such works in much the same
way as open source software is developed.
We would like to express our support for a Brisbane based LCA in 2010. We are always keen to
see open source promoted here in Queensland and view LCA as a great way of doing that. It is one
of the worlds greatest Linux conferences, and QUT, being in the heart of Brisbane is a great place to
stage it. Thank you for inviting ThinLinX to stand behind your bid. We are happy to do so to help
support the community that develops the software we contribute to and our customers depend on.
Please keep me informed on how your bid progresses, and if there is any way I can help – such as
contacts or background information on ThinLinX don't hesitate to contact me again.
Regards,
John Nicholls, CEO
ThinLinX Pty Ltd

